Developing an ESIP-wide Process “Pipeline” to Extract Data-driven
Stories from Compelling Agriculture and Energy Research on Climate
Resilience
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ESIP is the shorthand for
“Earth Science Information
Partners.” The ESIP
community coordinates
interoperability efforts
across Earth science
communities.

The ESIP Pipeline
helps to identify
data-driven stories
that can be turned
into CRT Case
Studies.

Find the power in storytelling!

An ESIP repository of
these stories will be
coming soon!

“Truth is – we hope – the best biproduct of our stories.”
-Ken Burns

“Science creates self-evident truths that
everyone can own. I believe the world is
ready to listen if we can only find a better
way to speak.”
-Dan Rather

“If you’re not a happy camper, nobody’s going to
convince you by showing you graphs on the
unemployment rate.”
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-Gail Collins

“He'll tell people he disagrees with them strongly, but his
tone is unfailingly hopeful. What happens when he's miffed?
‘He looks exactly like himself,’ says former staffer Catrina
“…and I think that the kind of narrative I suscribe
to ‘except he leans forward instead of backward.”
Rorke,
-Andrea Cooper
trusts in the possibility that people could change.”

USING THE

CRT TEMPLATE
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-Ken Burns

See Randy Olson’s
book, "Houston:
We Have a
Narrative” for more
on the power of
storytelling… and
the ABT method
below!

“…all the real stories are about 1+1=3.”
-Ken Burns

“In the end, science is about hope; it’s about
expanding our horizons, and endeavoring to
understand more. It is an instinct so deeply human,
and an instinct we need now more than ever.”

Wicked Joe is committed to
sustainability AND interested in
innovative solar systems BUT doesn’t
know how much to install, THEREFORE
they used public weather data to model
their expected electric usage.

-Dan
Rather

“Bob Inglis Takes a Stand on
Climate Change”

Ken Burns “On Story”

(CRT)

How do you tell a good story?
A. Figure out the narrative structure:
As data creator, you understand the data best. Knowing
the needs of your end user, what story do you want to tell
about your data?
B. Use the ABT (And, But, Therefore) method to create the story:

RETScre
en

RETScreen is an analytical software
AND analyzes the cost of energy
efficiency
BUT managers need to know feasibility
THEREFORE it assesses and optimizes
the technical and financial viability of
potential clean energy projects.

AND
BUT
, THEREFORE
!
(protagonist) (situation) (problem)
(solution)!
Example:
There is a sensational controversy
AND it is about human-caused climate change
BUT it is threatening progress on mitigation efforts
THEREFORE, we’ll change tactics & tell good stories
about how research is finding ways to slow or
mitigate the changes!
C. Change the style of storytelling to suit different audiences.

Fallowed area mapping provides
estimates of unused agricultural acreage
AND uses satellite imagery with field
surveys
BUT California needs to monitor drought
THEREFORE a method has been
developed allowing the identification of
drought impacts early in the year.

The image in the
background is of
“Banzai Pipeline,” a
famous surfing wave in
Hawaii on the island of
Oahu. The ESIP Pipeline
is less wet, but we hope
it will be just as fun to
surf through!
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